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Path-reversed photoelectron diffraction from surfaces: Composite layer treatment
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A computational scheme for photoelectron diffraction, based on a path-reversal formalism, is developed for
crystal surfaces with many atoms per unit cell. We show that the computation may be performed efficiently by
simple modification to a computer program developed earlier for low-energy electron diffraction. We show that
the results are essentially indistinguishable from those from conventional forward-path calculations. Overall
agreement with experimental data from different samples for a MgO~001! surface is also found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In core-level photoemission, an electron wave is exci
from the initial state of an emitting atom and travels throu
the surface to the detector. A Green’s-function formalism
an ordered slab that follows these multiple-scattering p
cesses forward in time was previously reported.1,2 There is
also a renewed interest in this problem for photoemiss
from clusters and disordered structures.3–6 Recently, an alter-
native approach based on the reciprocity theorem
proposed.7 In this approach, the electron is propagated ba
ward from the detector to the emitter. Wave amplitudes
different emitters can be found with just a single run of t
algorithm. In contrast, in the usual forward propagation
proach a separate multiple-scattering calculation is repe
for each emitter and each initial state. Since the later
proach is based on essentially path-reversed low-energy
tron diffraction~LEED!, any code developed for LEED ma
easily be modified to include the photon-electron coupling
the final stage. The path-reversed method was initially imp
mented by a modification of the tensor LEED program
Rous and Pendry,8 which handled just surfaces capable
being modeled by layers consisting of primitive tw
dimensional~2D! lattices. That paper described simulatio
of Auger diffraction patterns from a Cu~001! surface, where
excellent agreement was found for both low and high pho
electron energies. The present paper extends this treatme
photoelectron diffraction, and to surfaces modeled by pla
containing more than a single atom per layer unit cell. A
though the present application is to a periodic surface,
adaptation of the method to a representation of the sampl
a nonperiodic cluster of atoms is quite straightforward. Th
the idea is potentially useful even for the modeling of ph
toelectron diffraction from disordered surfaces and nanoc
ter structures.

If the scattered wave function between layers of a surf
is expandable into plane waves, algorithms like the ren
malized forward scattering~RFS! method9,10 may be applied
to find efficiently the wave amplitudes incident on either s
of each layer. When the spacing between layers is small,
plane-wave expansion may not converge well. For s
cases, it is appropriate to combine layers with small in
layer spacings into a single composite layer, and to calcu
0163-1829/2002/65~13!/134115~5!/$20.00 65 1341
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the scatteringwithin the composite layer in a spherical-wav
basis, while retaining the plane-wave expansion for scat
ing betweencomposite layers. This hybrid scheme is know
as thecombined-space method.10

In Sec. II, we will show how a path-reversed photoele
tron diffraction calculation may be performed by a modific
tion of the LEED combined-space method. Section III d
scribes the results of calculations by this method of
photoelectron diffraction from a MgO~001! surface. The re-
sults are compared with those from forward-propagat
methods and with experimental data. Section IV contains
conclusions.

II. THEORY

In angle-resolved photoemission, the amplitudeC(ki) of
the measured signal may be characterized byki , the compo-
nent parallel to the sample’s surface of the wave vector of
wave entering the detector, namely,

C~ki!5^kiuGDuf i&, ~1!

whereG is the Green’s function for the electron’s propag
tion from the emitter to the detector,D is the photon-electron
interaction Hamiltonian, anduf i& represents thei th core-
electron state. Inserting complete sets of eigenvectors of
sitions r and r 8, we may write this as

C~ki!5E E ^kiur 8&^r 8uGur &^r uDur &^r uf i&dr 8dr

5E F E ^r uGur 8&^r 8u2ki&dr 8GD~r !^r uf i&dr . ~2!

The last equality follows from the reciprocity theorem,

^r uGur 8&5^r 8uGur &, ~3!

and D(r ) is diagonal with respect to the position eigenve
tors. The theorem is valid even if the potential is taken to
complex to represent the effects of inelastic scattering.

The Green’s function (G) may be written
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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^r uGur 8&5G~r ,r 8!5Go~r ,r 8!1E Go~r ,r1!T~r1 ,r2!

3Go~r2 ,r 8!dr1dr2 . ~4!

Thus the term within square brackets in Eq.~2! may be writ-
ten

^r uGu2ki&5^r uGou2ki&1^r uGoTGou2ki&. ~5!

The free-space Green’s function in the plane wave rep
sentation is11

Go~r ,r 8!5
1

8p3E d3k8
e2 ik8•(r2r8)

E2
k82

2
2 i e

5
i

A (
k8i

e2 ik8.(r2r8)

kz8
for z.z8, ~6!

whereA is the normalization area:

^r uGou2ki&5
1

AE Go~r ,r 8!exp~2 iki•r 8!d~z8!dr 8

5
i

A
e2 ik•r

kz
for z.z8. ~7!

This may be regarded as a plane wave of wave vector2k
~with a component parallel to the surface of2ki) incident
directly on an atom in the vicinity ofr . As for the second
term in Eq. ~5!, this represents the wave that reaches
vicinity of the same atom after all possible scattering p
cesses with all atoms of the sample.

The quantity^r uGu2ki& may be calculated by means o
a LEED computer program for an incident plane wa
exp(2ik•r 8). Specifically, the program can calculate the c
efficients of a spherical-wave representation of this wa
field, namely,

^r uGu2ki&5
i

kzA (
L

AjL j l~kur2r j u!YL~r2r j !, ~8!

where j l is a spherical Bessel function of orderl, YL is a
spherical harmonic of angular momentum quantum numb
L5( l ,m), and

AjL5(
nL8

~12Got ! jL ,nL8
21 4p i l 8YL8

* ~2 k̂!e2 ik•Rn, ~9!

wheret is an atomict matrix. The amplitudesAjL represent
incoming spherical waves at the position of thej th emitter
after the path-reversed incident plane wave is multiply sc
tered by the atomsn of the sample. On a muffin-tin mode
the total radial wave function just outside the emitter may
written j l(kur2r j u)1t lhl(kur2r j u), where t l5(e2id l21)/2
andd l is the atomic phase shift of angular momentuml. The
effects of atomic vibration at a finite temperature on t
phase shifts can be calculated in the usual way.9 Each wave
matches onto the functioneid lRl(kur2r j u) inside the muffin
tin, whereRl(kur2r j u) is the regular solution of angular mo
13411
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mentum quantum numberl of the radial Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for the j th atom. Therefore, inside the emitter we hav

^r uGu2ki&5
i

kzA (
L

AjLeid lRl~kur2r j u!YL~r2r j !.

~10!

For a periodic composite layer withN atoms per unit cell,
it is convenient to decompose the scattering paths
multiple-scattering processes amongN subplanes, each bein
a primitive 2D lattice with just a single atom per unit cell. I
other words, the expansiont1tGot . . . of the inverse in
Eq. ~9! can be written ast1tGot1•••, where t5t
1tGot . . . may be thought of as a renormalized atomict
matrix which incorporates all multiple-scattering pat
within a single subplane.

The calculation of the amplitudes~9! involves summa-
tions within a subplane of the form:

~12Got !21e2 ik•Rn5e2 ik•Rj1Gji
o te2 ik•Ri1•••

1Gji
o t•••tGmn

o te2 ik•Rn, ~11!

where the lattice vectorRn indicates the position of atomn
within the subplane. Note that the general term can be r
ranged in the form

Gji
o t•••te2 ik•Rm~Gmn

o eik•(Rm2Rn)!t. ~12!

As Gmn
o depends only on the relative positionRm2Rn ,

we may write this as

Gji
o t•••te2 ik•RmGintrat, ~13!

where

Gintra5 (
PÞ0

G~P!eik•P ~14!

is the intralayer propagator. Since each subplane is a pr
tive lattice, the difference between two lattice vectors is a
a lattice vectorP. Hence the sum is over all lattice poin
except the origin in the subplane. Applying the same ar
ment to other factors to the left in Eq.~13!, we may write this
term as

e2 ik•RjGintrat•••Gintrat, ~15!

and hence Eq.~11! can be summed to yield

e2 ik•Rj~12Gintrat j !
21, ~16!

and the effective scattering factor of an atom in subplanej is

t j5t j~12Gintrat j !
21. ~17!

A similar argument suggests that the amplitudes of
spherical waves incident on the origin atom in subplanej,
after initial incidence on subplanej 8 and subsequent mul
tiple scattering between the subplanes, is

~12Gintert! j j 8
21e2 ik•Rj 8, ~18!
5-2
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where the elements of the interlayer propagator matric
Gj , j 8

inter are

GjL 1 , j 8L2

inter
5(

P
GL1L2

~r j j 81P!e2 ik•P, ~19!

where the quantityr j j 8 is the interlayer vector between su
planesj and j 8. Hence Eq.~9! may be rewritten to give the
final amplitude incident on the origin atom in layerj after
further multiple scattering among the atoms of the same s
plane,

AjL5 (
j 8,L8,L9

~12Gintrat j !LL8
21

3~12Gintert! jL 8, j 8L9
21 4p i l 9YL9

* ~k!e2 ik•Rj 8, ~20!

wherej and j 8 are subplane indices.
Substituting Eq.~20! into Eq.~10! gives an expression fo

the total wave function̂ r uGu2ki& finally incident onto the
photoemitter after the multiple scattering of the backpro
gated photoelectron wave. Substitution of the resulting
pression into Eq.~2! gives

C~ki!5E ^r uGu2ki&D~r !^r uf i&dr

5
i

kzA (
L

~2 !meid lAL̄ML
i j , ~21!

where

ML
i j 5E Rl~kur2r j u!YL* ~r2r j !Dc i~r !dr , ~22!

using the resultYL5(21)mYL̄
* , whereL̄5( l ,2m), and re-

placing the dummy indexm with 2m under the summation
over L. By the selection rule for atomic photoemission,l
5 l i61 andm5mi .

The transition rate is given by11

dw

dV
~ki!5

A2

4p2
kout~kz

out!2uC~ki!u2. ~23!

Note that the factor ofA in Eq. ~21! cancels those in Eq
~23!, and the expression for the transition rate is in fact
dependent ofA.

The above treatment assumes all atoms of the sur
combined into one giant composite layer. In practice, it
usually more efficient to divide the surface into a set of co
posite layers with the wave field between the layers
panded into a plane-wave representation. The amplitu
Bg,q

(1) and Bg,q11
(2) of plane waves of wave vectorsKg

(1) and
Kg

(2) respectively, incident on layerq from above and below
respectively~where the components of these wave vect
parallel to the layers differ by the 2D reciprocal-lattice ve
tors g of the layers! may be calculated by a standard RF
scheme in a LEED computer program. In this case
spherical-wave amplitudesAjL will need to be calculated by
a sum of terms of the form of Eq.~20!, each of which is
13411
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multiplied by the amplitudesBg,q
(1) andBg,q11

(2) and which has
the vector2k in Eq. ~20! replaced byKg

(1) and Kg
(2) , re-

spectively.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows calculated photoelectron diffraction inte
sities as a function of polar angle along azimuths@100# and
@110#, originating at O 1s atomic core electron states from
MgO~001! surface which is assumed to be bu
terminated.12,13The calculation using the path-reversed alg
rithm was performed for a stack of five-composite laye
each composite layer consisting of a subplane of magnes
and a subplane of oxygen atoms. The combined-sp
method is necessary here because the two subplanes ar
planar. The usual LEED package and RFS method10 were
employed for scattering between composite layers. As a m
ter of fact, the scattering matrices of a composite layer
LEED are proportional to( j ,Le2 ik f•RjYL(k f)t j l AjL , where
AjL is given by Eq.~20! andk f is the direction of the scat
tered wave. Modifications were made in only one of the s
routines that calculates the scattering matrices of a compo
layer. Both the atomic matrix elements and phase shifts
calculated from a potential constructed using the progr
MUFPOT.9

For comparison, the same photoelectron diffraction int
sities were also calculated by the usual time-forwa
scheme11 with the MgO~001! surface, modeled instead by
single composite layer of ten subplanes. Excellent agreem
is found with the results of the path-reversed calculations
should be noted that, although the forward-propagation

FIG. 1. Comparison of calculated O 1s photoelectron diffract
polar angle distributions along the@100# and@110# azimuths from a
MgO~001! surface using the path-reversed algorithm described
the text ~dotted line! and a conventional algorithm that traces t
path of the photoelectron from emitter to detector~solid line!.
5-3
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culation is also based on a LEED package, in this cas
major restructuring of the program is required—one that
volves a significantly greater programming effort.

We have also performed a fully convergent calculation
the path-reversed algorithm, for 12 composite layers w
two subplanes each, with interlayer multiple scattering c
culated by the RFS scheme. No smoothing has been ap
to the calculation to account for the effect of the data coll
tion instrumentation. The calculated results are displaye
the bottom of Fig. 2 for comparison with three different se
of experimental data.12,14The upper two sets of data are fro
air-cleaved samples of MgO~001! with different methods of
preparation. The first distribution is from a sample on wh
no sputtering has been performed. It appears that after s
tering there is less anisotropy in the azimuthal scan, indi
ing more surface disorder. The second distribution is from
sample which is sputtered and annealed at low tempera
to remove surface contaminants. Some effect of the incre
in disorder can be seen in the loss of intensity in the p
along the@100# direction at aboutu545° as well as in the
shifting of peak positions. The electron analyzer used
these experiments has an angular resolution of about63°.

FIG. 2. Comparison of calculated O 1s photoelectron diffract
polar angle distributions along@100# and @110# azimuths from a
MgO~001! surface, with experimental data sets from three differ
samples. The data from the air-cleaved and sputtered sample
from Ref. 12. Data from the heated sample are from Ref. 14.
ut
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The third set of data is from a sample prepared only
heating to high temperature, and measured with a detecto
higher angular resolution. While different in scale, it can
seen to resemble the first data set, but with more dist
features and different peak positions. The significant diff
ences found among the three sets of experimental data
these azimuths indicate the photoelectron distribution fr
MgO~001! is quite sensitive to surface preparation. In lig
of these differences, the overall agreement with the simu
tions is quite satisfactory. The differences from experim
are found mainly in the range fromu520° to u540°, and
aroundu560°, where significant differences among the e
perimental results are found.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have developed a path-reversed the
of core-level photoemission from ordered surfaces with m
than one atom per unit cell. The calculations may be p
formed by a conventional LEED computer program, whi
needs to be modified only to extract the amplitudes of
coming spherical waves at each atomic emitter. If the in
layer scatterings are treated by the RFS method, only one
of the algorithm is needed to generate the spherical waves
all emitters and all initial states. This is in contrast with t
conventional time-forward photoemission methods, wh
sum up scattering paths from each emitter and each in
state. In addition, the ease with which the current scheme
the generation of photoelectron diffraction can be imp
mented within conventional LEED codes makes the appli
tion of the many powerful approximations that have be
developed within that discipline for automated structure
termination@e.g., linear LEED~Ref. 15! and tensor LEED
~Ref. 16!# straightforward.

We have shown that the results generated from the cur
algorithm are reliable, and agree with both time-forward
sults and the experimental data from MgO~001!. The same
formalism can be applied to cases like photoemission fr
disordered clusters or to automated structural searches u
photoelectron diffraction. For the latter, only minor modi
cations to the time-forward algorithms8 of the corresponding
LEED formalism is required.
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